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National-Russian Academy of Sciences 
Nuclear Security Dialogue 
 
Performer: National Academy of Sciences, Committee 
on International Security and Arms Control (CISAC) 
Project Lead: Micah D. Lowenthal 
Project Cost: $150,000 
Fiscal Year(s): 2012-2013 
  
Demand: 
The 2010 Nuclear Posture Review highlighted the importance of strategic 
dialogue on nuclear issues with Russia, and while New START has created 
some space for formal dialogue, more informal engagement is needed. It is 
quite unlikely that formal negotiations will occur between the United States 
and Russia on nuclear arms control until after both nations’ elections. The 
lines of communication must be kept open though, and the current pause is 
an opportunity to lay a foundation for formal negotiations that may follow. 
 
Objective: 
CISAC enables a unique Track II dialogue among technical, military, and 
policy experts that addresses arms control problems from a technical 
perspective, and identifies the most promising opportunities for 
collaboration via official channels. The overall goal of the dialogue is the 
maintenance and reinforcement of a resilient and transparent strategic 
stability with Russia. 
 
Approach: 
The 2012 dialogue series is between the National Academy of Sciences and 
the Russian Academy of Sciences. A series of technical exchanges and 
meetings will be held with four or five experts from each side. Topics to be 
explored include ideas for improving the verification regime for the 
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty; potential methods of establishing 
a path for reduction, control and verification of non-strategic nuclear 
weapons; the monitoring and safeguarding of nuclear materials; and efforts 
to prevent nuclear terrorism. CISAC will release post-dialogue briefings and 
a report 
